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EUROPALMS Cyprus grass, artificial, 76cm

Art. No.: 82600138
GTIN: 4026397432145

Great decoration in residential and business premises

List price: 47.48 €
incl. 19% VAT.
Description:

Logistic

Make your life easier with this artificial plant! Cyprus grass is one of the most popular
houseplants. However, the grass-like marsh plant, originally from the tropics and subtropics,
requires a special location: bright, airy, warm - but without direct sunlight and not directly next to
a heat source. With the artificial Cyprus grass, unlike its natural model, you are not bound to any
site conditions.
During the production of the artificial grass, a lot of attention was paid to a naturalistic finish:
Its elongated, narrow hanging leaves are made of textile and form an umbrella-like crown of
leaves with small inconspicuous flowers in the center. These sit on tall, bush-like stems. The
artificial plant has a total height of about 76 cm and comes in a plain gardener's pot covered
with artificial soil, which gives the plant a stable stand when placed in a planter.

EAN / GTIN: 4026397432145
Weight: 1,35 kg
Length: 0.11 m
Width: 0.11 m
Heigth: 0.89 m

Features:
-

On delivery the item is ready for use
With approx. 192 greencolored lifelike leaves

Technical specifications:
Delivery:

Ready for use

Standing/fixation:

Gardening pot covered with artificial earth

Color:

Green

Foliage:

192 leaves
Material: textile
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Decor style:

Woods and meadows; Houseplant

Season:

Spring

Dimensions:

Height: 76 cm

Weight:

1,30 kg
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